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Jabra sound solutions

* Refer to Jabra.com/commercial-claims    
** Please see Jabra.com/ANC  

Jabra Engage 50 Jabra Biz 2400 II

Engineered to be the world’s best 
professional digital corded headset*  
with features to combat noise and 
interruptions in the contact center

Premium performance corded 
contact center headset

• Noise cancelling 3-microphone system, 
with stereo sound and super wideband

• Multi-colour status lights to reduce 
interruptions

• Rich call analytics to enhance customer 
experience

• Meets Skype for Business Open Office 
requirements1

• Superior sounding calls with advanced 
noise cancelling microphone

• Best-in-class quality and lightest  
in its calls

• 360° flexible spin boom arm

  

Jabra Engage 65/75 Stereo/Mono Jabra Engage 75/65 Convertible  

Engineered to give more power to your 
conversations, these professional DECT 
wireless headsets deliver crystal clear  
calls to boost customer satisfaction 

Premium DECT wireless headsets designed 
to boost customer satisfaction with  
crystal clear calls. Lightest in category 
professional wireless headsets at 18g 

• Up to 490ft/150m wireless range. Enables 
up to 3x more wireless users in same space 

• Advanced noise-cancelling microphone
• Integrated busylight
• All day battery life
• Connect up to 5 devices4

• Meets Skype for Business Open Office 
requirements

• Up to 330ft/100m wireless range
• Enables up to 3x more wireless users  

in same space
• Advanced noise-cancelling microphone 
• Integrated busylight
• All day battery life
• Connect up to 5 devices4

   

Jabra Evolve 65t  Jabra Motion 

Engineered to be the world’s first  
UC-certified true wireless earbuds*    

Premium Bluetooth® mono headset with 
high-definition sound for use in the office 
or on the go

• 4-mic technology. Skype for Business  
and UC-certified for professional sound

• Up to 15 hours' battery  
• Connect up to 2 devices at once
• One-touch access to Amazon Alexa,  

Siri®, or Google AssistantTM 4

• Comes with pocket-friendly  
charging case

• Bluetooth® headset with easy setup
• Compact behind the ear design
• Motion sensing and NFC quick 

pairing

  

For Conversation

Around the office
You spend more time in the office than on the road 
but you need freedom in the office to perform.

At office desk
You spend most of your time in the office,
at the desk and on the phone.

On the go
You spend more time on the move and you need 
to be able to work from anywhere.
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1 Certification is for headset when used with the MS control unit.   2 Bluetooth variant only.   3 Model dependent.   4 Operating system dependent.          

Jabra Speak 510

Personal, easy to use conference call 
speakerphone with both USB and 
Bluetooth® connectivity

• Clearer conversations for more 
efficient meetings

• Optimized UC experience
• Hold meetings wherever you go

 

Jabra Speak 810

Professional stationary speakerphone with 
crystal-clear sound for larger conference 
rooms

• Conference room coverage up to 15 
persons

• Superior audio for larger conference 
calls

• Get your meetings started quicker 
than ever via USB, Bluetooth® or 
3.5mm connection to laptop or 
smartphone

 
or

Jabra Speak 710

Premium portable speakerphone with 
amazing sound for conference calls  
and music

• Conference room coverage up to  
6 persons 

• Lightweight and portable with up to 
15 hours battery

• Connect in seconds to a laptop, 
smartphone or tablet, via USB or 
Bluetooth®

or

Jabra Evolve 80 Jabra Evolve 40 Jabra Evolve 30

Engineered to be the best headset for 
concentration in the open office

Professional headset for greater 
productivity and amazing sound  
for calls and music

Professional headset with flexible 
connectivity and great sound for  
calls and music

• Professional headset for 
concentration with superior ANC  
and amazing sound for calls and 
music

• Busylight to minimize interruption
• Stay productive with easy-to-use call 

management features

• Stay in the zone and avoid 
interruptions

• Enjoy your music with amazing 
sound throughout the day

• Flexible connectivity with USB or 
3.5mm jack

• USB and jack connectivity allows  
for quick and easy set-up

• Call control unit makes it simple to 
make, take and mute calls

• Leatherette ear cushions, and  
on-the-ear design for all-day use

  

Jabra Evolve 75 Jabra Evolve 75e Jabra Evolve 65

The best wireless headset for 
concentration in the open office*

The world's first professional UC-certified 
wireless earbuds

Professional wireless headset with dual 
connectivity and amazing sound   

• Outstanding sound for calls and music
• Reduce noise and interruptions with 

superior ANC and integrated busylight
• Dual Bluetooth connectivity 
• Up to 18 hour battery life

• Skype certified three-microphone 
technology creates a unique ’talk 
zone’ 

• Focus with ANC, and an integrated 
busylight 

• Up to 14 hours of battery life

• Professional wireless headset with 
dual connectivity and amazing sound 
for calls and music 

• Integrated busylight lets colleagues 
know that you are not to be disturbed 

• Dual Bluetooth® connectivity to two 
devices at the same time for calls 
and music.  

  

Jabra Evolve 80 Jabra Evolve 75e Jabra Evolve 65e 

Engineered to be the best headset for 
concentration in the open office

The world’s first UC-certified  
professional wireless earbuds

Engineered to deliver professional
UC-certified sound on the go

• Professional headset for 
concentration, with superior ANC and 
amazing sound for calls and music

• Integrated busylight lets colleagues 
know that you are not to be disturbed

• Stay productive with easy-to-use call 
management features

• Skype certified three-microphone 
technology creates a unique ’talk 
zone’ 

• Focus with ANC, and an integrated 
busylight 

• Up to 14 hours of battery life

• A convenient, lightweight, around-the-
neck design with snug-fitting earbuds

• Skype for Business and UC-certified, 
optimized for use outside of the office  

• Up to 13 hours of battery life
• Customize sound settings with                 

the Jabra Sound+ app

  

For Collaboration For Conversation, Concentration and Collaboration
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© 2019 GN Audio A/S. All rights reserved. ® Jabra is a registered trademark of GN Audio A/S.
The information contained in this guide is based on the best efforts of Jabra to include all necessary, available and appropriate information at the time of its creation. Some products may be undergoing 
certification at the time of writing. Call control functionality may require the latest softphone software. Not all Jabra products support older softphone versions. Any advice contained in this guide is of a 
general nature only, and should be independently verified before purchase or other action. Jabra is not responsible for any claims arising from errors or out-of-date information contained within this guide.  
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Jabra is under license. Product design and specifications are subject to change without notice. 

Choose the right solution
When you’re looking for the perfect headset, there are things you need to consider.

Consider the noise in your work environment
The right speakers and microphone ensure quality sound on both ends of the call.

ANC or PNC? Choose the right noise cancellation technology for your office.

Low noise
Omni-directional microphones pick up 
sound from any direction and block 
ambient and surrounding noise. Fine  
for the traditional, low-noise office.

Average noise
Noise cancelling microphones and a  
mono speaker reduce unwanted 
background noise while ensuring you’ 
re still aware of your surroundings. 

High noise
Noise/ultra noise canceling microphones 
combined with duo speakers filter 
aggressive noise and can block the sound 
of someone sitting right beside you. 

Wireless or corded?

Wireless headset solutions
Great if you want to move away from 
the desk or if you want a streamlined 
cordless design.

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)
Eliminates low frequency office noise such as air conditioning 
and sounds in the distance. Not suited to high frequency noise 
like lots of speech nearby. Best for task-based workers who 
need to collaborate and concentrate.

Corded headset solutions
Perfect if you only work at your desk and 
you want the best possible sound quality  
in one or both ears.

Passive Noise Cancellation (PNC)
Eliminates high frequency noise like nearby 
voices. Helps block out office noise too.  
Best for call-centric workers on the phone 
most of the day.

You’ll need to consider your connectivity 
needs to make sure your headset solution  
is compatible with your phone system. 
You can always contact a Jabra reseller if 
you need more advice.

Traditional  
desk phone

Softphone/Voip Smartphone Multiple devicesTablet

What do you want to connect? 

At office desk
You spend most of your time in the office, 
at the desk and on the phone. Includes 
task-based knowledge-workers for Speak 
and Evolve series of products.

Around the office
You spend more time in the office than 
on the road but you need freedom in 
the office to perform.

On the go
You spend more time on the move 
and you need to be able to work  
from anywhere.

Where are you working?

Discover the Jabra Engage, Jabra Evolve and even more
Call your Jabra representative for more details or visit Jabra.com

http://www.jabra.com/microsoft

